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I have written about this before, calling for a nationwide boycott of women's sports by real women. It
would solve this overnight. But most women have not gotten that message. They haven't figured it
out. It is very simple and very obvious, but I guess most people can't see beyond the ends of their own
noses.
If all real women quit, all these sports programs would immediately end, including all funding, all
advertising, and all media coverage. Tens of thousands of people would be out of a job. All college
and professional sports would be brought to an immediate standstill. At that point, those in charge
could only go back to the old rules, giving up this new insanity.
It is guaranteed to work. What else are the governors going to do? Stand their ground? How could
they? All women's sports would shut down, which means a large fraction of women would drop out of
college. The universities would all go broke. If the institutions stood their ground, there is a good
chance male athletes would join the boycott in solidarity, which means all men's sports would also halt.
All college and professional teams would go broke, and the universities wouldn't have the revenue
from big sports like football or basketball.
If the current institutions continued to stand their ground, other institutions would almost immediately
form to fill the void: new sports leagues would be founded on the old rules, and they would replace the
current ones. All these people trying to push a crazy world on us would be bankrupted and jettisoned
from the market and from society. Many of them would end up in jail or dead by their own hands,
which would be good riddance.
What got me writing about this again today was the story from University of Pennsylvania, where we
find Lia Thomas, the man dressed as a woman winning all the races, being called out by her teammates
for having a dick, and showing it around the dressing room. So this is apparently a “tranny” who hasn't
even had surgery. Has he taken hormone therapy? They say he has, but who the hells knows. I don't

see that it makes any difference. If he still has a dick and balls he is definitely still a dude. My reading
of this is that “Lia” is just some CIA agent asshole pretending to be a girl to push Operation Chaos
forward, and that these stupid girls at UPenn haven't had the light turn on yet. They all need to huddle
and quit, both the team and the school. They then need to get an attorney and sue the school for
stealing their tuition under false pretenses. At the very least, their parents need to stop all tuition
payments. The girls need to call for alliance from all real women and men, in sports and out of it, and
they need to act now. Today.
I tell you girls, you are being tested and are failing the test. They are pushing you to see what you will
put up with. They are testing your intelligence and your independence and your autonomy. They are
testing your parents. And they are testing us all with these asinine stories.
Here's another one:

Lia Thomas, male to female, just got beat by Iszak Henig of Yale, female to male. As you see, it
appears Henig had her breasts removed, though I suppose that photo could be faked. Which reminds us
that Thomas doesn't have implants. But the bigger problem is, they tell us Henig was able to still
compete in women's races due to the fact she hadn't yet had testosterone therapy. So we are supposed
to believe she looks like that due only to a haircut and breast removal? Where did she get the male
delts and traps and pecs? Sorry, I ain't buying it. Also, notice that Henig is . . . Jewish. Shocker. He
looks like son of Elon Musk. Which reminds us Lia Thomas is probably Jewish, too.
Remember that University of Pennsylvania, like Yale, is one of the Ivy League Schools, though a lot of
people don't know that. Most people think of Harvard and Yale and Princeton and then tap out, but
UPenn is also Ivy League. As such, it is a huge center of spook activity, meaning the CIA is very
active there. That is why you are seeing this tranny saga playing out there. I remind you that Noam
Chomsky came out of UPenn—see my paper on him for more on that. It was founded by Ben Franklin,
another top spook, see my paper on him. He was actually a British agent, being from top peerage lines.
His people had been very involved in the Salem Witch hoax.

UPenn developed out of sermons in 1740 by the cross-eyed inbred crypto-Jew George Whitefield,
above, who came out of Pembroke College, Oxford—where he had been head of the theater
department. He, along with John Wesley, was one of the first Methodists, and like all the other
Protestant splinter groups, Methodism was a Jewish front invented to split Christianity, pervert it, and
water it down. See my papers on Luther, the Quakers, Calvin, etc. They try to sell him as a nobody
Whitefield, son of an innkeeper in Gloucester, but they admit he was really a Whitfield. Which means
he was probably of the Whitfields of the peerage related to the Campbells, Dukes of Argyll. See Maj.
Walter Whitfield, Paymaster for the Marines, whose daughter married the 3 rd Duke of Argyll in 1713.
This would explain George's acceptance at Pembroke College: the sons of innkeepers did not go there.
The Whitfields later married the Howards, linking them to the royal Stuarts again. Also see Dorothy
Whitfield, who married the Baronet Bulkeley in 1685. This also linked her to the Mainwarings. Her
stepson married a Downing, daughter of a Howard, of the Dukes of Norfolk. This also links us to the
Noels, Villiers, Eures, and Dacres.
George Whitfield also came out of the aptly named Crypt Grammar School, which had been founded
by brewer and mercer John Cooke. It was a spook feeder like the ones in the US we have seen,
including Horace Mann and New Trier.
The clues with Whitfield are heavy, since he gave his first sermon at St. Mary de Crypt Church. They
just love to shove it in our faces, since they know we will miss it no matter how obvious. They might
as well have called it the St. Mary de Crypto-Jew Church. He had previously been head of the Holy
Club at Oxford with the Wesley brothers.
His first assignment as an agent in the US was to Savannah, Georgia, where he of course pushed
predestination—one of the most nefarious of all religious doctrines. It causes fear and despondency

and shirking of responsibility, and was created for that purpose from the beginning. It is of course a
huge question I can't address fully here, but I will point out a few pertinent things: pertinent to the
question at hand and current events. If you do a websearch on “predestination Catholic”, the top results
are people trying to push the idea that predestination is an original Catholic or Christian tenet. It isn't.
It is a tenet that has been pushed by Protestants and by earlier schismatics. If you skip down to lower
results, you will discover this, but they have been downlisted below the big lies. This tells you that the
usual suspects are still at it, and that they of course control websearches. If you don't believe me, go to
the Wikipedia page for predestination. Wikipedia is famous for being a perfect encapsulation of
mainstream propaganda, the ultimate CIA font. What does it tell us? It has several sections, explaining
what various people have had to say about predestination. In the section “New Testament Period”, we
are told what first-century AD Judaism thought about it. But wait, is the New Testament about firstcentury Judaism? No. You would expect to be told what Jesus thought of the matter, or maybe
Matthew or John. Instead, you are led on the usual goose chase. The only thing that is even close to
the point is a quote by Paul, who is at least a Christian (we assume for the sake of argument). But
though he uses the word “predestined”, the passage doesn't help us: it isn't about the doctrine of
predestination. Right after that, we have to hear from Protestant Douglas Moo, who is here to flip it on
us. He tells us God has pre-damned most people to hell. Lovely. But why are we hearing from this
asshole in a section on the first-century AD? Is this Douglas Moo 2000 years old? No, but he does
have the usual purple flags all over him, including teaching at Trinity and editing the Trinity Journal.
So we have him pegged from the first word.
But my point was not to dispense with predestination in one paragraph, it was to show you how
Wikipedia and Google are spinning you here. It is the same basic spin you have gotten since St.
Augustine, but perhaps even worse. Knowing nothing of the subject but that, you should be on your
guard. Honest people telling you the truth don't need to spin you, do they? So if you are being spun,
you may assume you are in the middle of a big longstanding lie.
But let's head back to the main line here. They admit George Whitfield was a pawn of Selina Hastings,
Countess of Huntingdon, and she helps us understand what was going on with the founding of
Methodism. She was the daughter of Washington Shirley, the Earl of Ferrers, and Mary Levinge.
Levinge=Levi. So it isn't just a wild theory of mine: her mother was an admitted Jew. Her grandfather
was Sir Richard Levin, 1st Baronet, and he was the first cousin of Thomas Parker, 1 st Earl of
Macclesfield and Lord High Chancellor:

Note his nose, the floor, and the spooky little faces on the pillow—which indicate Intelligence. Back
then, the Chancellor was often the head of Intelligence, think Francis Bacon. Parker is the one who
prosecuted Daniel Defoe and Jonathan Swift for libel against the realm. When George I, a German,
became King of England, Parker gave the King's Speech for him. That's right, the King of England
couldn't speak English.
Swift and the others eventually won against Parker, since in 1725 he was unanimously impeached for
taking £11 million in bribes. Despite allegedly spending some time in the Tower (which he of course
didn't), he appeared in public in 1727 as one of Isaac Newton's pallbearers. So that also helps us
understand who Newton really was.
Anyway, the point of all that was to show you where Methodism came from. It came out of
Huntingdon castle and the Lady Selina, who used these flyboys like Whitfield and the Wesleys from
the theater department at Oxford to infiltrate the church for the millionth time and continue to turn it to
crud on purpose. These Jewish peers were continuing what Henry VIII and his Jewish henchmen like
Rich and Crowell had started 200 years earlier: attacking the Church in order to steal all its assets.
Once the assets were all gone, they continued to attack Christianity for the pure joy in it, and also
because it continued to be in the way of unfettered trade. This was the slow and grinding secularization
of society that has gone on for almost 500 years, and that continues unabated today. Ben Franklin was
a large part of that project nearly 300 years ago when he and Whitfield founded the University of
Pennsylvania, and the cloaked agents at that school are still at it today, in this transgender project to

split and desex the sexes. Society is being atomized so that it can be rebuilt on an entirely novel basis.
They want to split you from your family, friends and lovers, then traumatize you down to a babbling
helplessness, so that you can be brainwashed and transformed into a vanilla, spiritless, and
unquestioning citizen of the future. These people have envisioned a boy-in-a-bubble future for you, a
Logan's Run dystopia without the sexy costumes where you can be conditioned to live on concrete
slabs, eat chemical squares, and work for them 12 hours a day for room and board. You will do this
while thinking you have advanced into a better future, like in Star Trek. You will walk through the
chute thinking to meet some scantily clad alien or charismatic soldier like Kirk, but you will only meet
the pit and the pendulum.
So you and the girls at UPenn had better drum yourselves awake somehow, by swimming in colder
water or by some other method, and soon. Your only hope is to quit immediately, refusing to walk
through that chute or enter that future. Climb out of the pool and join the truckers as they surround all
Capitols and castles.

